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waking grendel
i try not to think before sleeping dont watch sad movies either and
especially dont read books with tragedies from olden times these
provide no respite from the technicolor world that sleep can slip you
into...
eating my enemies
i dream myself
into an epic poem

Michael Rehling

DIFFERENT KINDS OF ABODE
Many of the houses are wooden. Some are mud houses with thatched
roofs. The latter I find amazing. People live there in sunshine and
rain. My house is a wooden house. The steps are many to get from the
fowl coop and the kitchen downstairs to the main house upstairs.
At the back of my house is a brick house and from there the grunt of
pigs can be heard as they slop the mush. The headteacher's just
before my house (as the house numbers dictate) is a brick house, even
though there is a dirt oven downstairs and a wooden shed area for
the animals.
the sad eyes of cows
chewing chewing chewing
late into the evening

Gillena Cox

Town Mouse
The shortest legs, the faintest heart, from an urban home , among
country bumpkins who run across the field in front of her and one by
one, leap the stream.
mingled with salt
mandarin oranges
fresh from the tin

Diana Webb

What Defines Us?
My roots lie in The Netherlands. The Protestant part. I refer to it as
the 'black-belt zone'. More commonly it is known as the Bible Belt.
Both my parents grew up there. When I was growing up we stopped
going to church but I realize now, as an adult, that the church, or
rather John Calvin, never left us. He developed into a way of life. My
youth was rule-driven and disciplined. There was room for play and
creativity, but only within strict boundaries.
new moon—
I decide to jump
out of my comfort zone

Corine Timmer

It Must Be Love
You let me steal from your plate glistening gold morsels of General
Tso’s chicken, and when we’ve eaten everything and are wired on tea,
giggling, we share our fortunes: You will receive great praise for a job
well done (in bed); You will travel to far off lands (in bed). I can’t help
but think of your bed, still unmade, those rumpled sheets. At the next
table a teenage mother feeds her baby rice; the punk father, with
shaved head and nose ring, looks on, smiling tenderly as the baby
laughs. Our placemats illustrate Chinese horoscope animals. I am a
sheep; you are a snake. Such a match seems impossible, but no, the
Chinese, at least, believe we’re highly compatible.
cheap chopsticks
this hunger
for connection

Kristen Lindquist

the constancy of change
autumn, and the florida heat still has its way with us. soon the
snowbirds will be creeping in to hide from the northern cold. already,
a giant blue heron has checked out the pond behind our house where
baby moorhens have been growing, preparing to leave for a new spot
in these southern climes.
goodbyes come in heavy doses. I think of friends dead just since
january, one friend lost so suddenly to dementia, the stories I still
want to share with them. to console myself I think of my father’s old
garden, silver queen corn in his arms, rushing inside to toss the
husked cobs into boiling water before sugar turned to starch.
I’m grateful I also gathered the many sweetnesses passing through my
life in time.
nightfall
a newborn’s cry drifts
through my window

Pris Campbell

Balancing Act
Saturday market in our small country town is a place to meet and
gossip, and to buy local farm produce.
Classmates, propping up the church wall opposite holding cans of
lager, jeer as Dad reaches for my hand to cross the road. I snatch it
away. Out of the corner of my eye I see his hurt.
Decades later, I still cringe with the shame of it.
rewinding
how quickly
the spool unravels

Ingrid Baluchi

Survivor
Painful stings from aggressive yellow jackets. In a baited trap, I catch
more and more until there is almost no activity. Eventually the queen
bee arrives, she is huge, almost twice the size of the others. She walks
around frantically on the outer surface of the trap observing the few
remaining victims from her hive struggling to escape. But instead of
entering, she soars high into the sky and disappears, the last of our
summer invaders.
uninvited guests
dying to share
a fragrant lunch

John Budan

Steep climb
Today wanders between inspiration and regret.
Sunset painted with red smoke… orange from burning
mountains miles away.
Drums echo in the canyon speaking of what may be to come…
We make no reply. Spirit is a drum now
so we listen.

slash-and-burn
haze the smell
of ash

Michael Hough, Prose / Christina Chin, Haiku

Rounds
The last thing I wanted to do as a seventeen-year-old was wiping old
people’s butts but my mom convinced me to join her as a nurse's aide
at Lazy Acres convalescent home. After two weeks of training my first
task on the 7-3 shift was to fill a cart with towels, washcloths, soap,
and sheets to do the morning rounds. I had a long hallway to hit
before breakfast, home to about twelve patients. It was sacred to me,
tip-toeing into the rooms, gently waking whoever was still asleep,
greeting them with a back rub where the slit of the Johnny coat fell
open. After changing soiled sheets, I sponge cleaned a blank face and
pale limbs, noting the range of motion and any sores, working as
gently as I could. This took five minutes.
uncut toenails
no one points
to the yellow moon
My favorite patient was Bobbie with Parkinson's. In the 1920s she met
a tattoo artist and became his canvas. He drew oceanic blue ink into
her arms, chest, legs, back. The foliage and figures were feminine and
vibrant sixty years later. Bobbie loved to tell the story of how she got
her nickname; the thick curls piled on her head reminded a teacher of
an English policeman's helmet. Always before I left I would ask if she
needed anything. Her usual reply: "A ten-pound box of fifty-dollar
bills."
"Coming right up," I'd say.
painted lampshade
hands wavering
in her lap

Down another corridor, two ladies in wheelchairs sat outside their
room and conversed loudly about when they were going home. Every
day they were sure someone was coming to pick them up, to get them
out of this terrible place. Their conversations went no farther than
they did, starting anew whenever anyone was in earshot. Every so
often one of us aides would adjust their posture, pat their backs or
wheel them into the dining hall. Then park them back in the hallway
again.
loopy—
the wheels of chairs
that take you nowhere
One afternoon a new patient died and I was summoned to clean the
body. My mantra was "I can't believe I'm doing this. I can't believe I'm
doing this." I didn't know her at all; she was wheeled into the nursing
home only days before with three daughters who rarely left her side.
But now she and I were alone. I was amazed at her weight, at how the
body empties when it really shouldn't, at how still her daughters
were, sobbing in the hallway. I couldn't believe I was doing it but I
did, as
a sheet billows—flattens without a crease—last breath

Melanie Alberts
https://ko-fi.com/melaniealberts

Early Spring
Her mother was quite ill after the last hospital stay, her father a
memory. When the eviction notice came Rory was sent to live with
her aunt.
in a stairwell
a man exposed himself
saying, just watch
Skipping school, she says she spent a lot of time exploring the city.
cherries in bloom
a young girl in the park
sells herself

Carol Raisfeld

huff and puff
someone once said we build walls to prepare ourselves for deaths not
the accidental not the young but the ones we know are coming a sort
of self-preservation a grief barrier a hopeful un-reckoning I can’t
recall who said it maybe I’ve made it up maybe it’s a combination of
many saids but what I do know is my bricks are Class A and this
mortar I mix is thicker than bonds
wind advisory
reading death poems
on the porch

E. L. Blizzard

Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da
The songwriter sits by still waters. So many have come before.
Come, muse, and take my hand from the rod. Drop a line into my
pallid score. Clear my mind of the numberless others, put paid to the
Fabulous Four.
fishing
for the right lyrics
earworm

Robert Witmer

Ascetic’s Trail
In the front seat of the Sumo, our consultant ornithologist’s eyes scan
the horizon. Through the windscreen, his eyes suck in the sky and its
birds -- his field glasses quick on the draw. On the ground, he moves
lithe and quick like a tiger, using stealth and cover to aid his sightings.
He moves quietly, always quietly, whispering a sighting, indicating the
location, confirming the species, then withdrawing to leave the field
open to the flutter of our suppressed excitement.
We drive to high-altitude Himalayan heights where the lammergeyer
vulture soars amid plump clouds and deep blueness. The edge of a
cliff is flanked by tall escarpments.
‘It is a juvenile,’ he murmurs. ‘It is carrying a bone in its talons. It
chooses a cliff top so it has least difficulty flying into the air. See how
it manoeuvres its wings and tail to exploit every current to gain
height. Watch.’
The bird rises from the top edge of a cliff. It spirals upwards, stops
high above a flat rock and drops the bone. The bone misses the rock,
tumbles down the scarp. The bird swoops low to pick it up, glides
upwards in loose wide spirals, tilts its body to face upwind and soars
effortlessly. This time it drops the bone on a large rock-slab. The bone
does not break.
‘The lammergeyer breaks the bone to get at the marrow, though it is
happy to eat the spikey splinters. It can take seven years of practice
before bone breaking is mastered,’ he says.
Through our binoculars we watch the bird pick up the bone once
again, gliding till it soars, leisurely, effortlessly in a graceful upsurge. I
drop my field glasses, close my eyes and absorb this speck of a bird
merging into the blueness.

bleeding gums
finally my dog gets to
the marrow

Neera Kashyap

Asleep at the Wheel
Halfway through the story, I come to the conclusion that this author
can't be trusted! He can't be trusted to leave me with the happy
ending I’m looking for. As a matter of fact, he can’t be trusted to
provide any kind of ending at all. Even so, I decide to press on, go
along for the ride, just relax and enjoy the scenery; it is all about the
journey, right? Later that night, I lie awake, wondering if the next
chapter might reveal a clear path through the labyrinth of my
dreams.

tinnitus—
a cricket harmonizes
with the ringing in my ears

Rick Jackofsky

First Touch
These post-midnight hours, only we and the tugboat pilots remain
awake. Ferrying cargo toward the river’s mouth, they scan its banks
with searchlights, breaking the silence with foghorns.
Just three days old, you suck my breast eagerly while your right
thumb and forefinger claim my free nipple. Your dark blue eyes latch
onto mine. Through the fog of postnatal exhaustion, I realize that I
have brought you into this world only to allow you to die. Yet, how
humble my hands are as they cradle your precious head. All your
future days, everything in life you touch, taste, and love here before
me now, dandelion fluff that will someday spiral away.
curl of one
fallen eyelash
upon my breast

Doris Lynch

opposable thumbs
the plaster is cracked where things have settled, neither resolved,
forgotten or forgiven; simply tolerated for the sake of historical
significance. a memorial to something that can not be replicated or
restored to its original lustre.
the picture lists ever so slightly in the frame, imperceptibly so, except
for the occasional reference point that it might encounter.
incubus
the warp and weave of
time and material

Michael Henry Lee

TERRA NULLIUS ON BOON WURRUNG LAND
A thumb of iron protruded from the ground. The settler, on his newly
purchased run, observed dancers “beating their stone tomahawks
against it”.
What is it useful for? Bits chiselled off. A horseshoe hammered out. A
lump to help elevate a farmhand’s fire.
A town clerk hoped it was a workable seam. Plans of a railway to
open up to commercial development Victoria’s first coal mine. His
disappointment was the big discovery. They were the fragments of a
massive meteorite.
Headlines around the world. Excavation and removal. Buying.
Selling. Buying. Donation. The British Museum. The Melbourne
Museum. The usual argy-bargy between colonial power and colony.
Bits lost in transit. Bits lost to private hands.
It is recorded that the dispossessed wept as it was hauled away.
Do Not Touch
ritual bells
in see-through cases

Alice Wanderer

Just For Pun
Hanging in one of the LRT stations in downtown Manila is a sign in
big bold letters that reads: "Bigyan Mo Ako ng Pahinga", or roughly
translated in English "Just Give Me Rest." A joke? Perhaps more of an
open-ended witty remark for the consumption of everyone, especially
the commuters, for them to see in all its glory and a
piece-de-resistance to be talked or laughed about.
daybreak –
trains take a queue
at the reversing track
Yes, if there is one peculiar characteristic of Filipinos, that would be
the ability to make fun of even the most dangerous, the most
heart-wrenching or the most morbid event in their lives. Truly,
Filipinos have grown tired and edgy of COVID-19 and the pandemic. If
there is one place where the longest lockdown or quarantine
happened, that would be in my country.
Perhaps this is one of the reasons why, in spite of all the hardships
and the heartaches brought about by the pandemic, or any calamity
for that matter, my countrymen somehow survive and rise up to meet
the new day. Simply, their perseverance or persistence is sometimes
unfathomable.
near-empty platform
the rambling sound snatches
my reverie

Willie R. Bongcaron

First Day at School
We file into a large classroom with twenty-one desks. Two four-year
olds to each desk. After saying the “Our Father” our teacher gives us a
ball of mala and tells us to roll it into a snake shape. I do this and then
break off the ends and roll the soft clay into balls in the warm damp
of my palms. I look around me and the other girls have left their
snakes intact for the teacher to see. I quickly roll mine out again.
dust motes–
the cracking sound
of broken chalk
At eleven o’clock we file out of the classroom to go to the yard to play.
As I pass the teacher’s desk, I grab a blue sweet from the Liquorice
Allsorts lined up in front of her roll book. I carefully turn up the rib of
my gansey and hide it. She follows us out of the classroom shouting
that someone stole a sweet. My heart thumps and my face flushes a
deep crimson.
“ Cad is ainm duit?” I know no Irish yet on my first day at school, so I
remain silent.
“What's your name?” she demands.
“Mary Cooke” I reply in a tiny voice.
“The next time you steal in my classroom you will get a slap”
Forty-one pairs of wide eyes are on me, and silence falls on the
corridor.
ring-a-rosies. . .
wishing for my mother’s
cool grasp

Mary White

Restraint
Again a student mentions during the icebreaker that she plays the
ukulele. Again I stop myself before mentioning Tiny Tim.
trimming hedges
my wife tells me
when I am done

Mark Forrester
http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/

Open Enrollment
Sam walks into the conference room to enroll for the annual
employees’ insurance plan when a stout salesman in a dark red jacket
comes up to market his life insurance. As Sam listens, thanks, and
walks away, the red jacket blurts bluntly, “Buddy, if you died without
life insurance, what would happen to your family?” Sam looks at the
guy silently. “At least you need insurance to cover your funeral costs,”
the agent smirks. “You too,” Sam says and steps to a desk where a
saleswoman greets him in a cotton-soft voice.
Thanksgiving Day
three weight loss emails
in my Hotmail

John Zheng

Little Sparrow
In “Too Much Happiness,” Alice Munro tells the story of Sophia
Kovalevsky, a 19th century Russian mathematician and writer. Sophia
seems to know just about everyone. That includes Dostoevsky,
Turgenev, Poincaré, and even Darwin. Poincaré shows up in the story
when he is taken aback by some criticism. He complains to Sophia
that his name will shine, even when his critic is forgotten. To which
Sophia says, only to herself, “Every one of us will be forgotten.”
Despite this wisdom (or perhaps because of it), Sophia has an amazing
life. Without her father’s permission, she manages to leave Russia.
She sidesteps the considerable discrimination against female students
and gets an enviable education in mathematics. She has a child from
her first (and only) marriage and a successful academic career.
Toward the end of the story, she even has what she thinks is a
promising romance. She is returning to Sweden to give a lecture
when she develops a severe case of influenza. This leads to
pneumonia and her death. Her last words, though barely audible, are
made out to be, “too much happiness.”
autumn afternoon
the sound of a bell
for no reason

Lee Giesecke

i not am
Brumous sky without a single star.
Suddenly my room whispers if i am not
aware the objects will invade ....
And how matter--the coffee mugs, clothes, furniture-- proliferates and
slowly consumes all the space which was once a room .
In this concrete solitude, i too am gradually replaced…
states
of my erasure empty sky

Vijay Prasad

Good Riddens
For the last time
she leaves a whole chicken
burning in a pot
and a kitchen filled with smoke
Morning fog
erasing
his face

Alexis Rotella

single focus
My husband sits across the breakfast dishes. His ancient laptop is
open, volume on. He’s watching a video of a car repair in progress.
Six failed attempts to set the engine in tune result in engine revving in
the way only an old, out of tune engine can. The narrator announces
there will be a seventh attempt. I give my husband the look. The one
that clearly says, really? Again? His response is a look of surprise
followed by the apparent realization that I am not enjoying the
repeated cacophony. In the time it has taken us to have this silent
interaction, the engine has once again revved and the narrator
proclaims it fixed.
afternoon ride
my mindless humming
earns the look

Vera Constantineau
@VeraConstantine

Hush
She didn’t weep or lament but had become silent.
biting chill
hers was a heart
facing death
Since childhood, I've always been aware of silence in its many
avatars. I remember Father’s moody days and then the silence broken
by his whistling – it had serious undertones. I would prefer silence
any day, any time, I told myself then.
Silence. The silence of the sky before a thunderstorm. The silence of
the cow as her calf is pulled off her teet by a ruthless human hand.
The silence of the birds flying high. The silence of the fish deep in the
ocean. And then the silence when Father's chest stopped heaving and
we knew his heart had gone still.
curly hair in the morning light
as father whistles raga bilahari ...
It’s now a year since he died and it's crystal clear that the dead don’t
return.
But why and how do I keep hearing his whistle?
long day ...
the shadow moves with its answer

Kala Ramesh

Amphora
Checking-in to the TWA Hotel at JFK Airport.
A Mesopotamian views a pottery exhibit at the Met.
That with which we were intimately connected
is now labeled an historical artifact.
A vessel cradled back and forth across the sand to the source,
a motif so commonplace you see it in your sleep,
a lip chipped in the attack: How do you define an empire?
Every curved corner and rounded square inch
of Saarinen’s space has been invaded. Alien visitors
on the outside peering in. In a future conversation
with my past self, no one said losing was easy.
a story
behind every stain—
worn red rug

Andrea Eldridge

A Lifeline
I am sitting on a bench by the creek, watching the slow drip of
morning dew from the red leaves of a maple tree. Someone nearby
engages me in conversation, and it soon flows as easily as the running
water in front of us. After they leave, I mull over all the roles that
people we have just met, or may never meet, play in our lives.

blood transfusion
what I share
with a stranger

Elizabeth Crocket

Another Crossroads

As we wander down the curving path,
we feel ourselves grow younger.
These are my bones, I tell him, holding
a mittened handful of snow.
Yes, he nods. And mine, see
how they spangle as I move?
A lantern on a filigree post marks another crossroads.
Further up the slope, all is become a blur.
We aren’t really here, you know.

choosing a burial plot
the wind
inside the wind

Maxianne Berger

Rave On
It is a bitter cold day in February and I foolishly leave the house
without gloves. By the time I realize it, I have reached the corner
where my friends are hanging out, and I have no desire to return
home so I shove my hands in my pockets and forget about them.
purple clouds
a groundhog slips
on the ice
The sky darkens and I notice the wind biting my hands every time I
take them out of my pockets. Finally, I get tired of the endless talk of
Buddy Holly's plane crash and I go home. Once inside the house, my
hands begin to sting and burn. I am surprised to see how white they
are. Stupidly, I run to the bathroom sink and plunge them into warm
water. I scream in pain and eventually my mother comes.
double dare
her tongue sticks
to an icicle
My hands are red and swollen with blisters. The pain is excruciating
and I can't sleep. In the morning, a doctor is summoned to the house
and he diagnoses chilblains.
guitar riff fingering the pain scale over the top
Eventually, my hands heal but the memory of that searing pain
returns whenever it is cold. I never again forget my gloves.
A few years later, as a student nurse, I am assigned to the burn unit. I
don an isolation gown and take elaborate precautions to protect my

patient from infection. His chest, arms and hands are covered with
burns.
howling wind
a wounded deer
crosses my path

Barbara Kaufmann

Awakening
Savouring the crisp pre-dawn breeze, I inhale deeply. The sky is dark
indigo and breathing in the stillness quiets my agitated mind. The
celestial beauty of the moon and stars continues to glitter. The dark
shadows of trees are visible, birds have still not woken up.
I fill the feeder with satnaja—the 7-grain birdfeed and pour water in
the earthen bowl with the garden hose. Pulling my shawl close, I
chant softly the morning prayer my father used to recite aloud while
the household slept.

loud argument...
the silence of the night
falls in between

Neena Singh
Twitter: @NeenaSingh7

Pulling the Dark Cork
Whiskey-gilded fugue of alcohol-blushed streetlights on shaking air
twilight shudders through gleams of imagined hours becoming
dreamless
inside the void between stars - zero bodyweight - a disinterred soul…
liquefied sun
in another lifetime
he is sober

John Hawkhead

Mike’s Year
September ’71. Mike and I are eating sandwiches in my van between
classes. The campus radio station is broadcasting live coverage of
Congress selecting lottery numbers for the military draft. This is
Mike’s year. The war is winding down. They don’t expect to draft
anyone with a number over about fifty. We finish our sandwiches in
silence. Then a voice calls out Mike’s birthdate. It takes a few seconds
to select his lottery number. I close my eyes.
“Eleven.”
a snowman
in the city park–
my brother’s laugh

Scott Holmes

Season of Goodwill
The lake has been frozen for weeks and is now blanketed by the first
major snowstorm of the year. Below our apartment, plows are trying
to open the Drive, though most of the sidewalks are already clear.
This is the Chicago way—always clear your own and those of elderly
neighbors.
de-icing her porch . . .
she asks if the salt
is kosher
The rear of our building overlooks the Cardinal’s Mansion, a beautiful
red-brick house set its own grounds. Earlier, church workers cleared
the path from the nuns’ residence to the mansion. Two black-cloaked
figures have been billowing their way back and forth ever since. In
front of the mansion, facing the annual nativity scene, a man is
helping an elderly woman wade through an untreated sidewalk.
Private Property
baby Jesus
chained to the manger

Lew Watts

Hunger
It starts with the pizza, which she no longer wants to eat. Instead, she
takes a head of lettuce out of the vegetable drawer, cuts an onion into
small cubes whose sharpness makes my eyes water, adds salt,
sweetener, freshly ground pepper and salad herbs, then oil and
vinegar.
She draws a diagram that she tears out of a college notebook and
staples it to the cork bulletin board. Every three days, she records her
weight on it. The graph begins to slope downward, first quickly
("that's the stored water"), then more slowly ("that's all FAT"). She
leaves the margarine off the bread and eats only cooked ham,
rollmops in aspic and Russian egg.
She chafes her feet in her loafers as she walks the dog. The new pair
that she buys is one size smaller. The white-and-blue plaid
lumberjack shirts which she used to wear are starting to bag. The
jeans wrinkles above her butt.
One Saturday, we go shopping. She reaches for a blouse. I gently take
the top from her hand and hang it back on the rack. Then I hand her
the same model two sizes smaller. It fits like a glove.
She, who never wore brand-name clothes, revels in Esprit and Mexx
and Manguun.
In the underwear department, she buys new bras and panties. There's
apple green and turquoise and burgundy, white and black. She buys
her first push-up bra. And her first bikini for the outdoor swimming
session.

She never wears the bikini. She slims so quickly that the skin can't
keep up. It wrinkles on her belly, hangs down from her thighs like a
precious folded curtain, and flutters around her fleshless upper arms.
hunger
the look into the mirror
searches and searches

Deborah Karl-Brandt

The Misfit
Word had got round of course. The new apprentice was a boss’s son.
And it showed. A tall skinny kid, fresh out of school, he was posh,
polite and probably useless.
The year was ’62 and I was that apprentice. Joe was tasked with
nursemaiding me.
The job was a rewire, the premises a Victorian church in a small
Cheshire village. We were a team of five, Joe the gaffer.
With the guys hard at it, echoey din deafening, I helped all I could but
mostly got in the way. At least I made a decent brew at break times.
On the third afternoon, Joe and Jim were putting up the
triple-extension ladder. An old lantern suspended from the ceiling
had to come down. But the top of the ladder missed its intended
perch at the apex and crashed down over the pews. A stunned silence
followed. Miraculously no one was hurt.
They raised the ladder again and found the apex this time.
Right, who was going to go up?
Silence. The senior apprentices shook their heads. Then I stepped
forwards.
Joe said “No!” but I began to climb.
I regretted my decision halfway up as the flexing of the ladder
reduced its hold at the apex. The higher I climbed though, the less the
flexing.

Reaching the top, I found the lantern behind my neck. So raising my
right knee, I hooked my leg through the rung and leaned back,
screwdriver in hand.
Head hanging over the nave 30 feet below, I discovered faith.
Minutes later, down again, I gave the lantern to Joe.
He clapped a warm hand on my shoulder. There was no need for
words.

stained glass –
the strobe lights
we dance to

Paul Beech

Triggers
Changes need to be made when you find yourself in front of the
microwave oven anxiously declaring, “Come on! I don’t have all
minute!”
candy crush
my pez dispenser full
of xanax

Bryan Rickert

Tooth Archeology
Construction workers doing demolition work on the second floor
of an old office building in Georgia broke open a wall and
thousands of human teeth came tumbling out to fall at their feet.
The frightened workers discovered that in the early 1900's, the
building was once home to a dentist's office. Not clear is the
reason why a dentist would stash patients' extracted teeth
in a wall.
Archeologists searching for fossils know that teeth survive longer
than any other part of a skeleton. Might teeth between wall studs
have strengthened the building itself?
under my child's pillow
tooth fairy's coin

Charlotte Mandel

Solo
Unfamiliar walls close in and hallways that should echo with the
laughter of my children taunt me with their silence. Every morning I
pour despair into my cup and shower in the tepid waters of
just-another-day. Each night I climb into a bed of memories and
blanket myself in mistakes and regrets. I wrestle with angels ‘til
daybreak. When they leave, they never ask my name.
swing low
a prayer
to a pill bottle
carry me
home

Terri L. French
https://www.terrilfrenchhaiku.com

So Long
Neither of us wanted to prolong the drama of departure, so we had
agreed to say goodby at the central bus station, rather than at the
airport where he’d board the flight that would take him away to his
new life halfway around the world.
There was an announcement that the airport bus had been delayed in
traffic and would arrive late. We had already said everything and
continued standing there: two uneasy strangers on a stalled elevator.
After another hour, a further three-hour delay was announced. A
reprieve— we could go out and have lunch together. But we didn’t.
The future, weighted with absence, had already descended.
in a café
reading the newspaper
three times

Ruth Holzer

Nowhere to Be Found
“Place a leaf on the river’s surface. Watch it float away,” I tell my
toddler son.
“When will it come back?” he asks.
“It never will. It’s gone.”
“Where does it go?”
“Eventually, it goes to the ocean.”
becoming
all the days of my life
all at once

Kat Lehmann
Twitter: @SongsOfKat

Foreboding Winter
Gusts are picking up pace. Leaves ride the waves. A maple red, a
birch gold. Harbingers of what is to come.
The pink hydrangea I planted in your memory sways in the breeze. In
full flower this year, now they are all shades of daft brown. Your
voice rings softly in my mind. They'll prepare to rest soon, the cycle to
continue next year. You never even saw the bush.
I stand still at the edge of the garden. That particular shade of pink
has since transformed into a deep shade of sorrow. The wind blows
colder.
Yet another year goes by.
hospice bed...
she writes her own
Obituary

Sangita Kalarickal

Ocean City: The Last Time I Swam
I was 13 and I almost drowned in the undertow. I came up gasping for
air and realized that no one had even noticed. I could have died, and
they were all just sitting there on the beach, oblivious…
a clockwork creamsicle melting orange

Susan Burch

Purple Haze
My heart has grown another heart. Is it next to the heart I was born
with? Is it a boy heart? This can't be who I am. This can't be me. This
heart is heavy as the secrets in my intentions. It's effervescent in my
soul and exhilarating inside the inappropriate. It's happy off my
cheeks and shots of shame down my throat. It's desired in the
queerest and hated from his Roman collar to the red velvet kneeler.
Hail. Hail Mary. Hail Mary full. Hail Mary full of grace, I don't know
how to dream on this floating bed with two hearts. With distant eyes
detaching, time stops pulse bi pulse. Leaning into the sunlight of this
silence that frees me

browsing tomorrow's pronouns brightness slides to the left

Peg Cherrin-Myers
@pegcherrinmyers

Ebb and Flow
Falling and rising regardless, the river is always.
There was a time when men made merry on its warm banks with
bottled beer and a cold collation, the shells of which still catch the
light among half bricks and pipe stems. But on days when the grey of
the water deepened they'd have left for the warmth of The Prospect of
Whitby.
They say that history oozes from old beams and ancient brickwork.
It's the same game the length of its banks: place spice before
warehouse and the Heatmap smoulders.
In a fine old garden with beds of opium poppies, I shield my eyes as
the whole Embankment burns and sparks. Sometimes I picture how it
was - with Tea clippers, steamers, Salters clinker skiffs. And I think,
how exotic lost things feel on the tongue.
Through all time’s twists and turns it flows, not caring whether you
ride it in your finest or bob, face-down between the barges at
Battersea . The Old Father is equally content with a row-barge or rat.
Falling and rising regardless, the river is always.
grandad
odd in my mouth now
as cromlechs and dolmens

Alan Peat

Painted Pianoforte
The interview was slowly coming to an end. I was lucky to have
enough contents. The editors expected only two pages of a story and a
large photo in addition.
After my classes I was going home by train from Katowice and was
constantly practicing the…
The Professor suddenly stuttered-the…
Did you have a piano or a pianoforte in your house?- I tried to help
him out
Hmm. Oh no-he answered.-It was just after the war and I come from a
very poor family. In my house…
He stopped again but after a while he decided to continue his story
One day I had found somewhere a big, old cardboard, and cut it up to
the size of the piano keyboard. Later I drew the keys and finally
started to play…
I was constantly doing my fingering exercises, often choosing Chopin
Hmm. I was practicing even several hours a day
I was out of my breath
And were you really able to hear all those sounds?
Each and every one.
fly swallow fly
my wrinkled hands
untangling a bow tie

Krzysztof Macha

The First One
It’s the middle of the night. My bed creaks violently, I am jerked
awake! Shake, rattle roll! The power snaps off, streetlights too. Oh my
God, a big quake! I leap out of bed, shelter under the doorway, as we
were taught. The house thrashes and bangs, there are thuds from the
other rooms, just one little ting from the doorbell. As strong as I can
remember! Actually could be worse, must be centred somewhere else,
like Wellington, that capital of quakes! We don’t have quakes here! I
stand there as the banging and rocking continues, for what seems like
an age. Finally it winds down and stops. New thought. What if this
quake happened out at sea, and a tsunami is rolling towards here
right now! I am alone; I have no way of finding out. I should run up
the hill, pronto! Peering out the window I see two dark figures lurking
on the street. I’ll ask them what they know, on my way to the hill. I
throw on some clothes and head out the door.
post quake
meeting the neighbours
for the first time

Barbara Strang

Undercurrent
 he roar. How many hours now? Why am I here? Because he said I
T
love this place, you will too. We’ll be together darling, just the two of
us, aren’t you excited? The low ceiling (canvas?) pulsates. I slow my
breaths to its rhythm. In-out, in-out, in- . . . the clock in my phone
ticks past midnight. Beside me, he’s deep asleep. On his back, mouth
open. Hands crossed on his chest like a tomb effigy of a knight. He
breathes slow and peaceful, each inhale followed by a measured
exhale that moves his lips in a fluttering murmur. The roof (not
canvas!) presses lower. Somewhere bats stir, a wicked susurration of
cold air that sucks in and out as if the earth breathes. If I make it till
morning he’ll expect me to be appreciative. Thank you darling. That
was wonderful. The roar, still. The phone light flickers, dimming.
Breathe . . . in-out, in-out, in- . . . slow . . . stop.
waxen cold
another sunrise
with no limits

Marietta McGregor

Eye of the Beholder
Do you think that women dress for men or for other women? asks my
mother, who has come into my room without knocking. I’m buttoning
up a pale yellow silk blouse that I picked up in a thrift store in
Minneapolis a couple of years earlier. It’s one of my favourite
garments: I love the way its small buttons are covered with the same
delicate fabric. The noonday sun escapes a cloud. Your hair looks
lovely, Mum says, please don’t get it cut! On another day, we might be
drinking French coffees in the kitchen around this time, prepared
with a lesser brand of brandy, of course – not the good Cognac – but
today I’m leaving suburbia for the city, which has gradually become
my natural milieu.
I call out his name
before reaching our table lunch with a blind friend

Maeve O'Sullivan
Twitter: @writefromwithin

The First Page
Garreth’s Zeeko 417 space cruiser idled outside the prefecture court
building, its cold-fusion radiator dripping into the gutter. Inside, he
was dropping off papers to will his duodenum to his nephew. Next
week he’d come in for the phaser surgery, and his nephew, though far
away in Sarkaytus, would receive the new organ telekinetically. Ever
since he’d fought in the autumn rodent wars, his nephew had slowly
deteriorated on account of a wombat bite to his middle buttock.
Strangely, the bite coincided with an acupuncture point for stable
duodenum function, and within weeks his duodenum had atrophied
and failed. So here was Garreth, born with an extra duodenum due to
a genetic mix-up at the midtown cloning center, dropping off his
disease disclosure and organ donation paperwork at the court
building. Little did he know that in five minutes his space cruiser
would explode, his extra duodenum would mysteriously disappear,
and a large wombat would fall from the sky furiously waving an
anti-war placard. But that was in five minutes. For now, though,
Garreth couldn’t find the dual-sex bathroom.
turning the first page
of the bestselling novel—
cooling breeze

Michael Dylan Welch

Felling the Pines
They've pruned our elders to their will. Whorls circle the scars like
petals on roses. They think we don't hurt when tree surgeons
amputate. Our cries disappear in the arms of the wind. Removal is
quick. The old are like that. If surgery’s botched, no worries. You can't
live for ever and ageing's expensive. Soon every pine will be
euphemised. This will remove further danger to humans. More
dwellings to live in. Gardens with bonsai and roses. Willows that litter
the creek are watching, knowing their turn could be coming. But
roses are different — essential for favours and funerals. There's
nothing that can't be replaced. Place a rose in each space where our
elders gave shade.
heat wave—
the council flags
a power outage

Hazel Hall

Spinning Tales
It's comforting to know our destiny is decided by three blind, elderly
sisters. Clothos weaves the thread of our existence. Lachesis decides
how much thread is allotted to each of us. At the end of our story,
Atropos arrives with her shears to cut the thread.
knitting a
new scarf
i run out of yarn

Lafcadio
Twitter: @juliusorlovsky

SHEAVES OF WHEAT
I’ve lost many friends these past few years, mostly older but some
younger than myself. In most cases they had not taken care of
themselves, but most
had bad things happen to them along the way. Wounded veterans,
others wounded by family dysfunction, most wounding themselves
further.
Tobacco, alcohol, drugs, bad food, lack of exercise, overweight. The
pandemic exacerbated problems for many; others took advantage of
staying home to exercise, eat healthier, and struggle with breaking
bad habits before they themselves were broken.
same as last year
I’ll quit
after I finish this one

Charles Harmon

Groucho
“I wouldn’t want to belong to any club that would have me as a
member.”
Every one of us wants to be accepted by everyone else, and at the
same time appreciated for our uniqueness. We want to be inside and
outside at the same time, part of the herd and above it all. The great
sociologist Groucho Marx, born a middle son of European Jewish
émigrés, saw the walls more clearly than others, probably because
there was more wall for him to see. At least he could laugh about it.
laughing the laugh I always laugh when groucho says that line

Jim Kacian

Barnum Effect
I can see that you are a good man. Kind. Wise. Generous. I just need the
money to buy formula for my baby. To avoid having to steal it from the
convenience store next door, she says. I look her over. She does the
same to me. But her eyes are more discerning. She spies a
soft-hearted fool. Wearing a warm jacket and a caring smile.
Shouldering an expensive backpack. I see plainly a woman in
distress. Too young to have such deep lines creasing her forehead.
Frowning her mouth. Never mind the hustle in her eyes.
with age losing dollars and sense

Matthew Caretti

Family Reunion
It’s a long overdue trip to see family who live on the northern side of
winter. The suitcase is stuffed with many layers of clothing. Gym bag
handles the overload. Having checked off the list of take a long’s, I
grab a bit of breakfast, pack the car and set off. Daylight’s a burning
and it’s a long drive.
fresh country air
the wafting scent
of manure

Terrie Jacks

Home
Some people insist they’ve been there before, but they can’t
remember where it is. It’s not on any map. No cartographer is willing
to stake a claim, and publishers bicker over what color it should be. In
a letter to the Society of Explorers, I suggest that all maps be blank so
that everyone can be an explorer. I’m still waiting for a reply.
bus strike
the many ways
to my front door

Bob Lucky

Dollar Store Aside
I’m failing my mother tells the grocery clerk at the checkout my kids
tell me I am so I must be right as she continues counting out the items
in her cart placing them on the conveyor belt then losing count then
starting over as they are whisked out of reach she is trying to make
sure she is allowed to be in the express line which she has already
brought to a bottleneck my apologies all around for this woman who
was once a master at wrangling too many kids in public with grace
and agility but it’s this conveyor belt world that’s speeding up her
eyes seem to be saying and not in the fun-hearted I-Love-Lucy-kind of
way more a when-did-the-world-turn-against-me kind of way when
did this conspiracy of strangers pile up on my heels their silent
criticisms their impatient eyes when did everyone stop waiting their
turn or caring about life’s simple pleasures like cream pies and
Hershey bars what she wants to take home to share with my father
like they do a special treat a small reward after a long life get off my
back she snaps.
shedding light
the voice of a ghost
I wake in a sweat

Peter Newton

The Pink Ribbon
Autumn’s on its last gasp, leaves already half-buried in the wet
ground. They cling to my shoes in clumps, slowing each early
morning step.
quiet path I trip over my shadow
The mist refuses to lift, so, when I reach the lake there is only the
sound of lapping waves and close up, the unfurling lotuses at its
edges. I sit on an empty bench and listen to submerged birdsong.
transience
the wet pebbles
under my feet
Dawn is breaking. I close my eyes and let my body float; the sunrays
touch my breast; its warmth lifts me above the clouds. In such
moments, before I fall, sometimes I glimpse the divine.
calm wind my steady heartbeat
I am calm as I walk back. It seems all my worries disappear : the
diagnosis, the surgery, all of it.
And there is only the light.

half-opened window
composing a new song
the robin and I

Hifsa Ashraf

The Quiet House
My grownup kids don’t need my help. They don’t call me to “borrow”
$200 with the promise to “pay it back” as they used to in their college
days. They don’t want me to show them their childhood photos or
toys. They have moved on while I cling to those good old days. The
only sound in the house is that of crickets.
car GPS
even it can’t
find me

John J. Han

Raindrops
I look out again. The boughs of the apple tree are pregnant with
heavy raindrops. Hanging on, still hanging on. The mist encroaching
on Renagown Cross; the scattering of houses in Dromawda; even the
windmills, invisible. Everywhere the lifeless air leaden with news of
your not hanging on.
echoing
somewhere out there
a shepherd's call

Mike Gallagher

Cheese
Sunday outing, we're off to the museum. It's been a long time.
Thomas was in pre-school when we last went--now he's big on the
soccer team. I bring my camera.
We trip through Daido Moriyama's photographic exhibition. I can do
that, I say.
So I take photographs of the ceilings, stairways, your face, your eyes,
your lips.
working day and night
he leaves his...
smile at the office

Genie Nakano
Genienakano.com

The Other Place
Something about him looked familiar, an elongated lean figure, with a
dog in his arms, stretched on the floor of the supermarket’s entrance.
Could it be the same homeless man I had met last year, who had
chided me on my views of a ‘normal’ lifestyle?
Back then, he had refused my offer of cash, accepted food for himself
and for his dog instead.
“I know you”, I said, as I walked towards him, you are forty year old
Tucker and this here is Nugget, your Russell Terrier.
He scrambled up.
“Forty one”, he corrected, his toothless grin beamed.
Our rambling conversation touched on books he had read, his newly
diagnosed medical condition, his only sibling who now lived in
Sydney and the kindness of the hospital staff.
Before I left, I pressed on him a bag of food, a little cash, and a hug of
gratitude.
“ I am so blessed”, his parting words, how often have I dwelled on it.
inhaling
her voice again…
mother’s cupboard

Madhuri Pillai

unhaunted
I’m still waiting for you to leave lonely man in the attic room. I heard
footsteps on floorboards before your legs buckled but not your spirit.
Now all I hear is a mutter, something about sky taken away.
sunlit the ceiling craters

Tim Gardiner

CLOUDS IN A DEEP BLUE SKY
22nd November 2021, Lazarus Island

The soft sand feels familiar beneath my feet. It comforts, not
frightens, this adult version of me, as the cool water holds me in a
gentle embrace.
At age two, on a trip to Port Dickson, my first encounter with sand
terrified me so much that I stayed indoors the entire trip, my mother
recounts with great despair.
Now at age 49, I let my feet sink into the sand, melding once again
with nature. I walk slowly into the deep and let the sea encapsulate
me.
I float on my back, weightless, arms outstretched, a Vitruvian Man.
Before my eyes lies the great expanse of sky, the world of possibilities.
For the longest time, I’ve disconnected with this world. But today,
adrift in the sea, in complete bliss, I am, once more, one with the
universe.
cloud cover
the embrace
of a mother

Christina Sng

Peers
How do you choose a photo for a headstone or obituary? When I was
growing up grandma would take me with her to the cemetery
whether for funerals or just to pay respect at some relative’s grave. I
often wondered why so many young people were dead. Then my
grandma died and I got my answer. People usually take photos on
happy occasions, with friends and loved ones or to mark a
celebration. And when someone leaves this world, it’s down to the
relatives to choose the appropriate image. It’s a chilling fact but in her
headstone photo grandma is exactly my age now, although she died in
her 80s.
morning news
a B&W obituary colours
my mood

Iliyana Stoyanova

Ring
They put her body in the witch elm. Her soul got tangled in its
branches on the way up to Heaven. You can still see it sometimes,
fluttering in the breeze like cloth.
lost
in the church bells
her words

Pippa Phillips
@IpsaHerself on twitter

My Aunt`s Nose
My aunt never liked her nose. Well, it wasn`t the best part of her face,
indeed.
"Next year I`ll have a surgery" she used to say. "Next year I`ll
definitely have a surgery".
She never did.
That very last time when I saw her at the church, she was peacefully
smiling and her nose was just perfect.
grin of the stone angel
someone overpraising
the deceased

Irina Guliaeva

Starlet
You pirouette wordplay, monologue metaphors, cha-cha verses, tango
rhymes. Maker of pride in your mother's eyes, you hog the spotlight.
path to stardom
the sinuous detours
of stepping stones

Jackie Chou

HOMETOWN
A broken collarbone, a half body cast, she can’t won’t hold me, my
father away at war in the pacific, she lives in the house where I am
born with her parents and sister, who feed me, change my diapers,
hold me. Hold me. My aunt is mean, once goes a year without
speaking to her husband, makes my mother’s life miserable. She’s
never mean to me, she dies in her sixties of lung cancer, the only
non-smoker in her household.
in the closet
a jacket she gave me
fits perfectly

Robert Moyer

Diagnosis
The bowl of ripe mission figs sits waiting for the savory crust to bake,
so I can deliver them to mascarpone and lemon zest ̶ a sweet
diversion. Today’s forecast of more heat and storms, my husband’s
tears near the surface again. Months in pandemic cloister only
multiply our griefs.
after the diagnosis
savoring a favorite dish

Kathleen O’Toole

Making Confetti
Tax returns, credit card statements, medical records…all fed into its
mouth. Its serrated rows of teeth tear and shred, jaws seething hot as
my identity is chewed away. The shredder overfills, gurgles, burps
like a baby as I watch reflux forming on its teeth. Figure it's time for a
cool-down period.
flurries falling
I pack her last things
with bits of me

Richard L. Matta

Hot Tin Roof
The house in Joburg is shabby, with burglar bars on every window. In
the front garden there’s an old cracked swimming pool that doesn’t
drain properly. It’s my job each spring to muck out the stagnant
water, slimy with dead frogs and decaying jacaranda flowers. At 5.45
every weekday afternoon I retreat to my room and listen to a Tarzan
serial on my crackly transistor radio. Around my bed there’s a sixteen
foot python skin with a bullet hole that we found in the loft when we
moved in. Late in the night I hear arguing, then my mother’s footsteps
down the passage to the lounge, where she tries to doze on the blue
couch. My father sleeps with a revolver near his pillow.
feeding on
my anxieties
bloated bedbugs

Norman Silver

Source
The sun is already humming as the first flies arrive. A line of people
shuffles onwards towards noon, their heads bowed, their bodies
consumed by hunger and their mouths as parched as the terracotta
earth.
One man bears a net of scars on his arm and face, shrapnel badges
from bloodshed in the town. A young girl with haunted eyes has not
stopped sobbing since they started out; her wounds are invisible, but
run much deeper.
Later, at dusk, when they finally reach the camp, they find the only
water supply as clouded as the eyes of the old woman, smiling from
under a makeshift shelter.
growing clouds . . .
an ancient lullaby
pierces the night

Marion Clarke
Blog: https://seaviewwarrenpoint.wordpress.com
Twitter: @MarionSClarke

Wind
converted
to a place of miscellany . . .
the altar
I'm not looking for purpose—only to be hollow enough to be poured
into, a universe and beyond it to be filled with.
We are less than dust. Somehow, we claim an identity. A broom
doesn’t need to sweep us. We gradually become more minuscule.
When we have collapsed, the wind blows. Only it knows where to go.

Nicholas Klacsanzky
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